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Abstract— 
We treat supply chain of business enterprises as a distributed system, where the system 
dynamics is governed by the events that occur within each enterprise and/or across several 
enterprises. While each enterprise has its own middleware for handling business 
transactions, we argue that there is also need for a meta-middleware across the whole supply 
chain. We present a formalism to build the control structure, which must be embedded in such 
a meta-middleware. We provide an illustrative example. 
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I. INTRODUCTION AND PRELIMINARIES 
 
A typical supply chain is a distributed system of manufacturing enterprises providing goods and 
services to the market place. With the advances in computer technology and Internet in late 1990s, the 
business collaboration amongst these enterprises shifted from EDI and fax based networking to B2B 
Internet based transaction processing. Many Internet based software solution packages have been 
developed and are currently being used which allow for an enterprise to connect over Internet or a 
VPN to its network of suppliers and to perform purchasing and order processing transactions. 
Generally speaking, each enterprise has its own enterprise resource planning  (ERP), manufacturing 
execution system (MES) and other software solutions that internally handle its various business and 
other transactions. When it comes to the supply chain network, however, it is the collection of these, 
often, non-competitive systems that must work in collaboration and harmony in order to achieve the 
business objectives over the supply chain. Though, each enterprise operates over a hierarchical 
network of business and information layers, very often, the functions (such as actual production of 
goods at the manufacturing shop floor layer) becomes influenced by the decisions and tasks that must 
be performed in another enterprise (e.g., delivery of raw materials from suppliers). 

 

It is quite common that the software systems and business protocols within an enterprise are 
designed and implemented in a stand-alone basis without taking into account potential business 
networking issues over a supply chain. In fact in many circumstances, networking with supply chain 
partners happens over time and can change by the market forces. It is also true that in the past few 
years, new technologies, such as Web Services have been developed allowing seamless interfacing 
between different business applications over the Internet. These services allow the business partners to 
focus on their specific business applications and avoid the development of APIs for low level software 
interfacing. We would like to categorize these types of technologies as pipelining technology, since 
they only provide the interfacing mechanism. To our knowledge, there is still no technology and in 
fact no underlying model which can provide the means for collaboration between functions (we will 
toss the term “Agents”) from one enterprise to work with agents from another enterprise within a 
supply chain.  

 
Our objective in this article is to treat a supply chain of enterprises as a distributed system of logical 

agent (object) clusters where agents from one cluster (enterprise) can provoke methods or functions in 
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the agents from another cluster. The dynamics of the individual enterprises and the overall supply 
chain is assumed to be event-based. Each cluster itself possesses a middleware, which provides all the 
necessary inter-agent pipelining and coordination of transactions and events within that cluster 
(enterprise). With our paradigm there must also be a meta-middleware to provide the same 
functionality between clusters. To better understand the functionality of the meta-middleware, we 
present a simple but an illustrative example. 
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 Consider a Gourmet-to-Go restaurant, which provides catering services to households (Fig. 1). The 

customers make their orders over the Internet, by phone or in person. The restaurant in turn has its 
own suppliers providing it with raw materials, ingredients, beverages, etc. Logically speaking this 
supply chain can be viewed as a cluster of agents as shown in Fig. 1. The figure also gives sample 
objects or agents within a cluster together with intra-business and inter-business rules. Additional 

 Example Business Rules
Temporal : Check the inventory periodically (local rule);
Check the authorization of the intermediaries periodically (global rule);
Sequence : Update database following authorization from bank/credit card
company (local event);
The Intermediary places order as soon as they find the first match (global rule);
The Intermediary must notify the Gourmet-to-Go before they place an order
(global rule);
Quantity/Size : Orders with quantity > K must not be accepted by
Gourmet-to-Go (local rule);
For any ingredient order > $C, the intermediary should notify Gourmet-to-Go
first (global rule);

Example Events defined within the context of business process
Controllable :  Database connectivity of agents (local event);
Select offers made by Web Services (global event);
Uncontrollable :  Batch of meat on the supplier side is spoiled (global event);
Supplier initiates production (global event);
Customer places an order (local event);
Observable : Customer places an order (local event);
Network crashes (global event);
Unobservable : An Intermediary initiates a search (global event);
An Ingredient Supplier initiates production (global event)

Fig. 2. Examples of Business Rules and Business Events 



 

examples of business rules and also possible events within the Gourmet-to-Go enterprise or between 
Gourmet-to-Go and its suppliers are listed in Fig. 2. 

 
As it can be seen above, the events both local to an enterprise and global events can be categorized 

as controllable/uncontrollable or observable/unobservable. Controllability of an event implies that the 
event can be disabled/enabled or enforced by an agent controller (supervisory agent). Unobservability 
of an event implies that the event (local or global) may actually happen but not registered by the 
controller. These will be described later in more detail.  

 
Generally speaking, the events occurring in one enterprise could potentially trigger activities in 

another enterprise within a supply chain. Each such an activity may in turn initiate events in that or 
other enterprises. So there are chain effects between the events occurring within the supply chain. 
Assuming that most or all of the functions at all layers of these enterprises are controlled by 
computers, what the meta-middleware will do is to monitor the sequence of these events and to ensure 
that the transactions initiated by these events are completed appropriately. The meta-middleware 
works across the supply chain and thus should take into account the business rules and events within 
each enterprise (perhaps in some aggregate level) and also the business rules and events between the 
enterprises (in detail level). What we are presenting in this article is the control structure that this 
middleware must adhere to in order to guarantee that business requirements specification across the 
supply chain is satisfied. More specifically, we present a methodology for synthesizing such a control 
structure. The meta-controller (imbedded in the meta-middleware) must be re-configurable in that if 
business requirements change within the supply chain, then the sequence of actions and events also 
change seamlessly. The meta-controller should also be scalable, in that, if additional enterprises, 
functions or agents were added to the supply chain, the meta-middleware seamlessly incorporates 
these into the overall system. 

 
In terms of the current practices, what our methodology automatically provides is analogous to what 

the expert practitioners do manually using such tools as workflow or UML to design and coordinate 
business scenarios or to build database transactions. In terms of the new paradigm for software 
manufacturing, what we are proposing automates the business software assembly process where the 
RPC calls or interaction/linkage between object classes or software components are soft-wired 
according to the business rules and the underlying business processes. The soft-wiring can be changed 
algorithmically by the meta-controller if the underlying business processes or business rules change. 

 

II. DESIGN OF THE META-MIDDLEWARE  - A CONTROL THEORETIC APPROACH 
 
Here we will focus our attention on the structure of the meta-controller, which will be embedded in 

the meta-middleware. We will start with a brief overview of the underlying theory. We will then 
present the approach using an illustrative example. 

 
The control-theoretic approach to discrete event based systems (DES) was pioneered by Ramadge 

and Wonham [1]. Since then there has been many extensions of their work. Of particular interests are 
the work done in [2], [3]-[5], [6], [7] and [8]-[9], which extend their work to control synthesis for 
distributed systems and for system with imperfect information (e.g., some events are unobservable). 
Next we briefly describe some major concepts from this theory. A finite automaton (FA) is formally 
defined by a five-tuple G  whereQ  is the set of states, ),,,,( 0 mQqQ δΣ= Σ  is the finite set of alphabets or 
events, QQ →×Σ:δ is the transition function, Qq ∈0  is the initial state and  is the set of 
marked (final) states.  In this formalism each DES component is modeled as a finite automaton, G , 
with its own alphabet. In our application, each business component or agent is an FA with its own set 
of events.  The overall or partial process automaton is then obtained by shuffling or parallel 
composition of the individual component automaton. Therefore, G , the finite automaton model of the 
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system is given by G , where ||  shows the shuffling (or parallel composition) operator. For the 

above illustrative example, G  is the business process model of the Gourmet-to-Go. 
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The behavior of G  is described by its language L where })!,( and :{)( 0

* qsssG δΣ∈= )!,( 0qsδ  means 

 is defined, and ),( 0qsδ is the set of all possible strings constructed by any sequence of the members 

of . For the example, a string in L(G) could represent a business transaction. Σ includes all strings 
of infinite size made from alphabet 

Σ *

Σ .  Marked language of G  is specified by 
}),:{ 0 mQqsLss ∈=)(m GL . For a business model, this language could possibly 

contain all the business transactions that result in some form of database operation. The events in Σ  
can be categorized by two disjoint controllable ( cΣ ) and uncontrollable events ( ), where the 
uncontrollable ones cannot be prevented or enforced. We note that controllability is defined in relation 
to a context. What this means is that an event controllable at a local level can be viewed as 
uncontrollable at one level higher. In the illustrative example, the event “Supplier initiates production” 
is uncontrollable to the Gourmet-to-Go while it is controllable to that specific supplier. The events in 

 can also be categorized by observability and unobservability. Again this is context dependent. For 
instance there may be many events in the supplier side that are unobservable to Gourmet-to-Go, but 
this does not mean that these events will not affect the Gourmet-to-Go operation. We will denote by 

and s satisfies the specifications} the set of all transactions satisfying the specification 
(control requirements) provided by the business owner(s) or the market. From a practical perspective, 
this definition must be modified to reflect the business rules themselves and not those string or 
transactions that satisfy the business rules. 
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Given the shuffled finite automata model G of business process and business rules H, the next step 

will be to synthesize the control laws. We will use the concept of a network of distributed controller 
agents that will be in charge of executing the control laws over the network of businesses in a supply 
demand chain. Controller agents are capable of executing control laws defined by disabling, enabling, 
or enforcing controllable events on the business processes. Here we will demonstrate the synthesis of a 
single controller agent only. The implementation of this agent can be centralized or distributed. 

 
From and )(GL we can synthesize a supervisor S  using a standard algorithm developed by RW. 

This is on the assumption that all events are observable and the underlying process is deterministic. S  
has the following structure: ,  where ,(= S ),,,( 0 XxgS m,X Σ=  is a deterministic automaton with 
state set X , initial state , a marked subset , and transition function XX m ⊂ XX:g →×Σ while 

 is a feedback function that selects a control policy ,0,: ×ΣΦ 1{X → dc )]([ σxΦ for each Xx ∈ and 
Σσ ∈ . It can be shown that if supervisor  is used to control G , then the coupled language  

is the set of all strings that conform to 
S )G/(L S

H . Moreover the coupled language is the maximal set 
of such legal strings or business scenarios confining to 

)/ G(L S
H . Supervisor  also satisfies a number of 

other useful properties, such as non-blocking. 
S

 

III. ILLUSTRATIVE EXAMPLE 
 
Now we take a view of a subset of the processes that are going on in Gourmet-to-Go.  Fig. 3 is a 

finite automaton of the customer service tasks of server i, the automaton that fills an order.  The two 
sides of Fig. 3 are mirror images: the left side representing the filling of an order for fries and chicken; 
the right side representing the filling of an order for fries and beef.  
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Fig. 3. Finite automaton of the customer service task of server I  

  

 This is an illustration of an enterprise having two products, each product having two components to 
be assembled.  In the initial state (Ii), the server is idle.  The arrival of an order for product 1 (ri1) 
transitions the server to the state of preparing the order (Ai1).  If a component of the assembly (fries, 
beef) is not available at this level of the production echelon, a requisition for replenishment is issued 
(q1F, q1B).  When a requisitioned component arrives (SiF, SiB), the preparation of the order can continue 
(Ai1).  Note that, in a complex manufacturing process, Ai1 may represent the aggregation of a 
workflow of discrete tasks that includes production planning, scheduling, and other tasks that are part 
of fulfilling an order.  It is not limited to just the physical assembly.  There is another process going on 
in Gourmet-to-Go that is related to the server process.  This is the requisition process, shown in Fig. 4. 
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Here, for illustrative purposes, we show only the requisition process for one component (fries). The 

requisition process for server i is initialized at Di0, the state in which the server has no requisitions 
outstanding.  The event qiF, which also occurs in Fig. 3, transitions the requisition process to the state 
where a requisition is submitted (Di1).  The requisition is to be satisfied from a higher echelon of the 
Gourmet-to-Go inventory system. There are two inventory policies being modeled in Fig. 4.  The state 
Di1 is the state where the requisition has been received and the state Di2 represents the state in which a 
purchase order has been processed. The right side transition set (p1, qi) shows a policy where, each 
time a requisition is received (Di1), it naturally follows that a purchase order is released (Di2).  This is a 
lot-for-lot reorder policy, which implies that no inventory is being stored at this echelon. The left side 
transitions are a bit more complicated. There are two possibilities. The transition set (p2, ei) occurs 



 

when the state of the inventory is I Q; i.e., the inventory level is greater than the requisitioned 
quantity.  These transitions result in state Ki, in which it is deemed that the requisition can be 
immediately satisfied from the existing inventory of this echelon. The transition set (p2, qi) occurs 
when the status of the inventory is I<Q; i.e., the inventory is less than the requisitioned quantity. This 
results in reaching the state Di2; i.e., a purchase order is sent. Finally, the transition SiF is the event that 
marks the completion of the delivery of the requisitioned material to the server. Note that this 
transition also appears in the server process of Fig. 3, where it returns that process to state Ai1 and the 
server can now assemble the order. Thus, the server process and the requisition process are linked by 
common transitions (qiF, SiF). In a later section we will discuss the two policies modeled by the 
requisition process. It is important to note that other policies, such as a "base stock" policy or reorder 
point (Q,r) policy, can be easily modeled using this formalism.  Here we limit ourselves to two simple 
policies for illustration. 

≥

 
The requisition process is related to another process, the purchasing process; it is the unfilled 

requisition that triggers the release of a purchase order.  The purchasing finite automaton is shown in 
Fig. 5.  From the initial state, P00, the requisition of server i results in a purchase order being sent (qi) 
and the purchasing finite automaton enters the state where an outstanding order for server i (i=1, 2) 
exists. 
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Fig. 5. Purchasing finite automaton 

 

The subsequent delivery of that order is marked by the event ri (i=1,2).  Note that the purchase order 
process is related to the requisition process by the common transition qi.  The three finite automata 
described above show a simple example of the manner in which related processes in the "plant model" 
are linked through common events. In a manufacturing plant, server processes are typically shop floor 
activities and are considered part of the MES layer of the information system model of the plant.  
Requisition processes and purchasing processes are typically considered part of the ERP layer and the 
purchasing process itself is a link to other supply chain activities. All of these layers can be viewed as 
subsystems that are linked by common events. When all the relevant subsystem processes under 
consideration are appropriately specified, we refer to that collection of models as the "plant model". 
For our simplified illustration, the plant model consists of the server process, requisition process, and 
purchasing process. 

 

Business Rules Models 
 

 Business rules should capture the logic of the order in which database transactions will occur 
during the execution of the plant model.  In our formalism we model business rules as finite automata.  
Fig. 6 shows the specification of three such rules to govern our plant model.  The finite automaton of 
Fig. 6a is initialized in state Ei0.  It says that, in any instance of a workflow, a database transaction for 
ei or ri must occur before a database transaction SiF. In other words, regardless of which policy is used 
in the requisition process (Fig. 4), there needs to be sufficient inventory (ei) or a new order must arrive 
(ri) before a re-supply to the server echelon is made (SiF). In any instance of a workflow, if a 
transaction SiF occurs prior to ei or ri, an error in the process is deemed to have occurred or a database 
transaction that should have been observed was not observed. 

 



 

In a similar manner, Fig. 6b illustrates another rule: a requisition must be processed before the 
relevant requisition policy is executed. The "relevant policy" is a decision variable that may be 
selected by management. In Fig. 6c, state J1 is the state in which requisition processing policy 1 (right-
hand side of Fig. 4) is in use.  State J2 is requisition policy 2 (left-hand side).  The transition "n" is a 
management decision event. Fig. 6 illustrates three business rules: two sequential rules (Fig. 6a,b) and 
one decision rule (Fig. 6c).  In our formalism, these rules are defined and/or changed separately from 
the underlying processes of the plant model.  In a final step the business rules are combined (coupled) 
to the enterprise model in order to constrain the evolution of the processes within the enterprise to 
behave according to these business rules. The result is shown next. 
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Fig. 6. Business Rules 

 
Resulting Workflow 
 

When the set of business rules are coupled to the enterprise model, the resulting digraph shows the 
possible ways in which the events in the enterprise can evolve within the constraints of the business 
rules. 
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Fig. 7. Business scenarios (partial set) 
 
We refer to this as the "business scenarios", a partial set of which is shown in Fig. 7. These 

scenarios are automatically obtained. State A is the Cartesian product of the initial states of the finite 



 

automata of Fig. 3 - Fig. 6.  Any path from state A back to state A is a circuit that represents a legal 
business scenario; i.e., it conforms to the business rules.  The digraph of the business scenarios is 
shown as a generic model in Fig. 7.  

 
Any particular instance of a circuit that is initiated at state A with the event rij is defined as a legal 

sequence of business transactions.  Two such sequences, extracted from Fig. 7, are shown in Fig. 8. 
These sequences are shown here using workflow symbolism, but other symbology can also be used.  
In Fig. 8, server 2 processes two orders, running out of fries each time.  In the first sequence, policy 1 
is in use. The sequence terminates in state 8.  Note that the path generated by the digraph is legal in the 
sense that the constraints of Fig. 6a and 6b hold.  Our formalism will generate only legal paths.  The 
second workflow begins when r22 transitions into state 9.  Coincidentally, management is changing 
one of its business rules; i.e., it switches to Policy 2.  The resulting sequence again follows the 
constraints of Fig. 6.  

 
The legal workflow diagram shown in Fig. 8 is generated automatically from knowledge of the 

enterprise operation coupled with the business rules (Fig. 6).  The resulting process is dynamic; i.e., 
business rule or policy changes can be automatically reflected in a new legal workflow. 
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Fig. 8. Legal workflow extracted from business scenario 

 

Analysis of Workflow Properties 
 
We used the Finite Automata analysis techniques introduced by Ramadge and Wonham [1], and 

Darabi and Jafari [8]-[9] to investigate certain properties of the enterprise supply chain. Table I 
provides the list of these techniques and their related properties. In the following we describe some 
applications of these techniques for our Gourmet-to-Go restaurant supply chain.  

 
When the set of business rules are coupled to the behavioral model by RW algorithm, the resulting 

workflows show the possible ways in which the business transactions can evolve within the constraints 
of the business rules. These are referred to as “business scenarios”, a partial set of which is shown in 
the following Fig. 8 (The complete set for this case study has 2100 states, which is not shown here).  
In the first sequence, policy 1 is in use.  The sequence terminates in the 8th state starting from the 
initial state.  It is noted that the path generated by the digraph is legal in the sense that the constraints 
of Fig. 6.a, 6.b and 6.c hold.  The second sequence begins when r22 transitions into the 9th state.  



 

Coincidentally, management is changing one of its business rules; i.e., it switches to policy 2 (stock 
replenishment).  The resulting sequence again follows the business rules.  The resulting process is 
dynamic; i.e., business rule or policy changes can be automatically reflected in a new legal workflow.   

 
TABLE I 

SUPPLY CHAIN ANALYSIS TECHNIQUES AND PROPERTIES 
Analysis Technique Properties 

Consistency checking 
and legal workflow 
existence  

-Verifying if the current supply chain 
routines can satisfy all business rules, 
constraints and requirements. 
-Creating a supply chain workflow that 
is used to co-ordinate the supply chain 
activities and their secure execution 
(meeting the business rules). 

Control specification 
redundancy 

-Verifying if the current business rules 
are redundant 
-Analyzing the supply chain reaction to 
the introduction of a new business rule 
(or supply chain constraint). 

Event redundancy -Identifying the necessary information 
for supply chain coordination decisions. 
-Identifying the information that is 
generated but not necessary for the 
control of the supply chain.  

Event controllability 
analysis 

-Investigating the reaction of supply 
chain to the addition of extra control or 
removal of current control means. 

Task scalability -Automatic updating of supply chain 
execution procedures, when a new task 
is introduced or a current one is 
removed. 

Specification scalability -Developing a parametric formulation of 
business rules. For example, verifying 
how an inventory system execution 
reacts to different number of orders. 

 
 
The properties presented in Table I can be investigated for this supply chain.  For example, it can be shown 

that the delivery event d11 in Fig. 3 may be unobservable.  In other words there is no need to receive the 
information on the occurrence of this event to guarantee the conformance of the restaurant activities with its 
business rules. 

 
Implementation and Performance Analysis 

 
We developed a software system to implement the modeling and analysis framework discussed 

above. Fig. 9 shows the software system architecture. As one can see, in addition to DES control 
properties, we also provide performance optimization of the controlled supply chain. 

 
The input module provides a graphical interface to the user to model different enterprises of the 

supply chain, their activities and their related business rules. In addition to the state transition data of 
the supply chain tasks, the users also enter tasks execution times. The current software allows only 
deterministic and exponential time durations for tasks. Two modules “RW algorithm” and “Normal 
Supervisors Algorithm” have implemented all the techniques listed in Table I. RW module receives 
the input data and it constructs the RW controller of the supply chain. Normal Supervisors module 
uses the control structure to make all normal partial observation policies of the supply chain. The task 
duration times and the partial observation policies are fed to a Markov Decision Process (MDP) to find 
the best observation policy under different supply chain conditions. Linear Programming is used to 
find the optimal solution of the MDP. This module also provides the rules to switch between different 



 

partial observation policies. The switching rules can define the reconfiguration policies of a supply 
chain when its information set changes over time. Specifically, the reconfiguration policies can be 
applied to guarantee the proper execution of the supply chain proper when missing database fields or 
failed communication messages are encountered. The Output module generates different reports and 
displays of the supply chain modules, their execution policies, their performance and the 
reconfiguration map. 
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IV. SUMMARY 
 

We treat supply chain of enterprises as distributed systems, each enterprise being a cluster of logical 
agents. The agents from different clusters (enterprises) are inter-linked.  The dynamics of this system 
is event based. While each enterprise possesses its own middleware to coordinate, monitor and control 
the internal business transactions, we argue that a meta-middleware at the supply chain level is also 
needed. This middleware in essence coordinates and controls the transactions taking place between the 
enterprises within the supply chain. We present a formalism to automatically build the control 
structure which must be embedded in such a middleware. The model obtained from our metrology 
defines how the inter- or intra-cluster agents must be soft-wired together. The soft-wiring allows for 
dynamic change of the control structure as enterprise processes or business rules change due to market 
forces or other reasons. 
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